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Amplitudes of odd order distortion products~DPs! that are detected in animal ear canals have been
used to probe cochlear health, to search for cochlear amplification, and to measure aspects of
cochlear mechanical frequency response. Like the DP amplitude, DP phase is also an important
measure of the cochlear mechanical response. Reported here are measurements of DP phase in the
ear canal of the cat. The phase data show frequency-dependent time delays. One of these delays is
a function of f 2 , the frequency of the higher-frequency primary. Hence the DP phasefd is of the
form fd5f01vdt, wherevd is the DP angular frequency andt is a fixed time delay. Our results
show thatfd is independent of input levela2 as long as the ratioa2 /a1<2, wherea2 anda1 are
the amplitudes of the input tones. Asa2 /a1 becomes greater than two, the fixed time delays increase
for DPs whose frequencies are less than the frequencies of the input tones. When both levels are
varied together the delay increases as the levels decrease. There can be phase changes as large asp
associated with deep nulls in the DP magnitude for the two lower-frequency DPs. Features of the
nulls may be modeled assuming that there is partial reflection of the DP wave from the DP place.
The assumption of energy reemitted from the DP place also explains amplitude-ratio-dependent
time delays and 2p level-dependent bifurcations in phase. The DP phase shows different
dependencies forf 2,1 kHz compared tof 2.2 kHz. © 1997 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~97!02111-5#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Kc, 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Jb@RDF#
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INTRODUCTION

Intermodulation distortion products~DPs! that are gen-
erated by the nonlinear mechanical response of the inne
to an input of two primary tones are detectable in the
canal. Since mammals, birds, and reptiles have nonlinea
ner ears and, since DPs generally show good signal to n
ratios, DPs can be a useful noninvasive probe of the
chanical response of the cochlea. Indeed, attempts have
made to use DPs as an objective measure of hearing inte
in humans~measurement issues summarized in Whiteh
et al., 1994!; as a probe of cochlear amplification~Allen and
Fahey, 1992!; and as a probe of the cochlear frequency
sponse~Brown and Gaskill, 1990; Brownet al., 1992; Allen
and Fahey, 1993!. Reported here are measurements in ca
the phase of the odd order DPs at frequencyf d equal to
2 f 12 f 2 , 3f 122 f 2 , 2 f 22 f 1 , and 3f 222 f 1 ~f 1 is the fre-
quency of the lower-frequency primary whose respect
amplitude is a1 and f 2 is the frequency of the higher
frequency primary whose respective amplitude isa2!.

Frequencies of the odd order DPs are given by the g
eral expressionf d5 f 11n( f 22 f 1)5 f 11nD f , wheren is ei-
ther a positive or a negative integer. Ifn>2, the DPs have
frequencies greater than either of the primary frequen
and if n<21 the DP frequency is less than either of t
primary frequencies.~When n50, 1 the equation above
evaluates to one of the primary frequencies.! Because, when
reading the text, it is easy to confusef d52 f 12 f 2 and f d

52 f 22 f 1 , we will use the following notation throughou
2880 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 102 (5), Pt. 1, November 1997 0001-4966/97
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the text. f d(22)5 f 122D f 53 f 122 f 2 , f d(21)5 f 12D f
52 f 12 f 2, f d(12)5 f 112D f 52 f 22 f 1 , and f d(13)
53 f 222 f 1 . f d(21) and f d(12) are said to be third orde
or cubic DPs andf d(22) and f d(13) are said to be fifth
order. In a power series expansion, third-order DPs are g
erated by any odd power in the expansion that is cubic
greater. Fifth-order DPs are generated by any odd powe
the expansion that is fifth order or greater. The notation t
we suggest identifies the DPs as though they are compon
in a spectrum centered about the primaries. A negative n
ber in the parentheses means the DP is lower frequency
the primaries and a positive number in the parentheses m
that the DP has a higher frequency than either primary. T
number in the parentheses is the same as the coefficientf 2

in the DP.

I. DISTORTION PRODUCT MEASUREMENT

A. Animal preparation and sound system

Both the sound system and the animal preparations
this study were essentially the same as in Allen~1983!, ex-
cept that there was no surgery to expose the auditory ne
The animals were anesthetized with sodium pentobarb
and the bulla and septum were open. Enough of the ear c
was removed to allow positioning of the probe micropho
to within a few millimeters of the tympanic membrane. Inp
tone bursts of 40-ms duration and 50% duty cycle were d
tally synthesized. The DP phase is the fast Fourier transf
~FFT! phase of the time response waveform built from t
2880/102(5)/2880/12/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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averages of the response. For the distortion products repo
here the response was not sensitive to the tone burst wind
ing, whether Kaiser, raised cosine, or none. The data
typical across more than a dozen animals.

B. The measurement

For each animal studied, both the sound delivery sys
impedanceZ0 and the input impedance of the animal prep
ration Zin were measured after Allen~1986! and Voss and
Allen ~1994!. The DP pressure measured in the ear canalPec

was expressed as a Thevenin equivalent source pressurPTh

given by PTh5Pec(11Zin /Z0) ~Fahey and Allen, 1986
1988!. Since DP volume velocity in the ear canal due to t
DP pressure source in the cochlea depends upon the val
the transducer impedance, the use of the Thevenin equiva
pressure reduces the experimental variations of the re
due to the transducer impedance. For most of the data
sented here for 0.8 kHz, f 2,8 kHz, PTh'2Pec since Z0

'Zin . Therefore while the measurements presented here
of PTh phase, they are similar to rawPec phase. The magni
tude and phase of the DPs were measured by taking the

FIG. 1. The top left panel shows the magnitude of thef d(21)52 f 12 f 2

DP as a function of DP frequency for constantf 259 kHz. Each magnitude
curve was measured at a level whereina2 was decreased by 3 dB from th
previous curve whilea1 was held constant at 1.0 Pa~1.0 Pa is 94 dB SPL!.
The DP amplitude was maximum when the value ofa2 was 6 dB less than
the value ofa1 . The value of the phase was independent of the level ofa2

for 52<a2<85 dB SPL. The bottom left panel shows the phase of the DP
a function of DP frequency for no subtracted fixed time delay. In the
right panel the phase is plotted after a fixed time delay of 0.65 ms has
subtracted and in the bottom right panel phase is plotted after subtract
fixed delay of 1.0 ms. It is evident that a fixed delay of 0.65 ms does the
job of making the phase independent of frequency. The frequency axis i
magnitude plot is logarithmic while the frequency axes in the phase plots
linear.
2881 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 5, Pt. 1, November 1997 P.
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of the time waveform of the ear canal pressure. Since
phase has an uncertainty of 2p, when plotting phase versu
frequency, the phase data was unwrapped so that chan
the phase from one point to the next was minimized. By fi
subtracting that part of the phase that is due to a fixed t
delay we eliminate much of the potential for uncertainty
the phase unwrapping. In the data that follows it will occ
sionally be useful to keep this uncertainty in mind wh
viewing some of the features in the plotted phases. Sto
et al. ~1996! used DP magnitude and phase to define a ‘‘fil
function’’ and its inverse Fourier transform that was call
the ‘‘IFFT waveform.’’ We will refer to these construction
as the FILTF and WAVEF. We constructed FILTF’s by in
serting a 128 point spline fit of the data into a spectrum t
was padded with zeroes both at frequencies below the low
value of f d and at frequencies above the highest value off d .
A 1024 point WAVEF was generated from the FILTF in
verse Fourier transform. The functional shape of t
WAVEF resembles a system impulse response, but
WAVEF is not a system impulse response because it is n
linear in origin. The WAVEF is a different way of presentin
the same data as the DP magnitude and phase data.
advantage of the WAVEF presentation of the data is t
delays that are implicit in the raw phase data are prese
weighted by the energy at the various delays. This techni
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FIG. 2. The top plot shows the values of the fixed time delayst plotted
versusf 2 , symbolized by3’s; t20.6 ms5Dt is represented by thes’s;
and the curve is a plot of 1/f 2 vs f 2 . A reasonable first approximation toDt
is 1/f 2 as shown by the solid curve. The bottom plot shows the logarithm
Dt versus the logarithm of frequency. Thes’s are the data and the solid line
is 1/f 2 .
0
60
TABLE I. Fixed time delay as a function off 2 .

f 2 (kHz) 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 17.
t ~ms! 2.0 1.3 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.85 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.60 0.60 0.
Dt5t20.6 1.4 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.25 0.2 0.1 0.1 ••• ••• •••
f 2Dt 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.25 1.2 0.7 0.8 ••• ••• •••
2881F. Fahey and J. B. Allen: DP phase measurements in the cat
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is conceptually more mathematically simple than the met
of Brown et al. ~1996! and it has the added potential of giv
ing more information about signal delays.

C. Data presentation

Figure 1 displays the effects of subtracting a fixed tim
delay from the phase data and Fig. 2 is a plot of Table
Then Figs. 3–8 have the same presentation format. Each
plot of the ear canal Thevenin equivalent DP pressure plo
against the DP frequencyf d . Each curve is measured at
different level of the input. At the top of the figure are liste
the animal and file and the constant value off 2 . At the
bottom of the figure are the value of the fixed time delayt in
ms. That part of the phase that is due to the fixed time de

FIG. 3. In the left panels magnitude and phase are plotted as a functionf d

for the lower frequency fifth-order DP,f d(22)53 f 122 f 2 , asa2 is dec-
remented froma250.78 Pa in 3-dB steps at a constanta150.77 Pa. The
lowest value ofa2 is 0.14 Pa. The phase changes little witha2 if a2

,0.5a1 . In the right panels the higher-frequency third-order DP,f d(12)
52 f 22 f 1 , magnitude, and phase are plotted as functions of DP freque
The value ofa150.65 Pa and 0.16<a2<0.65 Pa.

FIG. 4. The higher-frequency fifth-order DP,f d(13), magnitude, and
phase are plotted as functions of DP frequency.a2 is decremented in 3-dB
steps. In the left panels the phase is independent ofa2 for 0.39<a2

<0.78 Pa whilea150.77 Pa. In the last curve the data abovef d57 kHz is
in the noise. In the right panel, starting ata250.38 Pa,a2 is decremented in
3-dB steps to a final value ofa250.13 Pa whilea1 is constant at 0.37 Pa
The phase changes little witha2 when 1, f d,1.7 kHz.
2882 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 5, Pt. 1, November 1997 P.
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vdt has been subtracted from the phase that is plot
Therefore given thatfd5f01vdt, the phase that is plotted
is f0 . Also identified at the bottom of the plot is the lev
that was varied. The data in this study are at fixed values
f 2 . Here, f d is varied by changing the value off 1 .

The input levels used in this study were as high as 1.0
~or 94 dB SPL! and were higher than levels generally used
human studies. Correspondingly, the DP levels were as h
as 0.02 Pa~or 60 dB SPL!.

y.

FIG. 5. In the left panels magnitude and phase are plotted as functionsf d

for the lower-frequency third-order DP,f d(21), asa1 is decremented in
3-dB steps froma150.63 Pa toa150.15 Pa at a constanta250.63 Pa. The
phase changes little witha1 except in the vicinity of the nulls in the mag
nitude between 1.5 and 2.5 kHz. In the right panels magnitude and phas
plotted as a function off d for the higher-frequency third-order DP,f d

(12), as a1 is decremented in 3-dB steps froma150.75 Pa to a1

50.067 Pa at a constanta250.78 Pa. The lowest four phase curves a
independent ofa1 level.

FIG. 6. In the left panels magnitude and phase are plotted as functionsf d

for the higher-frequency third-order DP,f d(12), asa1 is decremented in
3-dB steps starting ata150.73 Pa and ending ata150.09 Pa at a constan
a250.74 Pa. All seven phase curves superimpose. In the right panels
nitude and phase as functions off d are shown for the higher-frequenc
fifth-order DP, f d(13), asa1 is varied froma150.62 Pa toa150.11 Pa
anda2 is constant at 0.64 Pa. Notice that the phase does not depend oa1

at this frequency off 2 . For f d.2.3 kHz the magnitude is in the noise at th
lower values ofa1 ; hence, the phase is noisy also. Whenf 2<1.0 kHz the
phases of the higher-frequency DPs seem to show less dependencea1

than at the higherf 2 .
2882F. Fahey and J. B. Allen: DP phase measurements in the cat
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II. RESULTS

A. Time delays

In Fig. 1 the ear canal Thevenin equivalent press
magnitude of af d(21)52 f 12 f 2 DP is plotted versus its
own frequency in the top left panel; the phase versus
quency with no fixed delay subtracted is plotted in the b

FIG. 7. Magnitude and phase are plotted as a function off d for the lower-
frequency third-order DP,f d(21), asa1 and a2 are decremented in 3-dB
steps beginning ata15a250.95 Pa and ending ata15a250.06 Pa in the
left panel and from 1.0 to 0.26 Pa in the right panel. In the left panels
value of f d just less than 2 kHz the phase seems to be independent of
~except for the phase curves measured at the two lowest levels!. For higher
frequencies than this fixed phase point the phase appears as though it r
about this point in a clockwise direction, i.e., the slope of the phase beco
more negative as the level decreases. At frequencies less than the fixed
the phase varies slightly with decreasing level. For the two phase curv
the two lowest input levels ap phase shift occurs at about this frequenc
Comparing the two lowest input level phase curves with the higher le
curves shows that there is a level-dependent phase bifurcation of 2p for
f d,2 kHz. In the right panels, while there is not a fixed phase point a
the previous figure, the phase varies little aroundf d50.7 kHz. In this figure,
at the lowest level of the primaries a sharp null is evident in the magnit
at f d52 kHz. There is also ap phase shift at this frequency.

FIG. 8. a1 anda2 are decremented together by 3 dB each for thef d(12)
DP in the left panels and for thef d(13) DP in the right panels. For both o
these DPs the ratioa2 /a151.0 and the initial values area15a250.7 Pa and
the final values are 0.35 Pa. The sharp null in the phase atf d54 kHz in the
right panels is probably due to mixing with the 2f 11 f 2 DP which moves
down in frequency asf d(13) moves up~with decreasingf 1!.
2883 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 5, Pt. 1, November 1997 P.
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tom left panel; in the top right panel a fixed time delay
0.65 ms has been subtracted from the phase; and, in
bottom right panel a fixed delay of 1.0 ms has been s
tracted. Heref 259 kHz and the subtracted time delay
0.65 ms removes most of the phase variation at low frequ
cies ~and, in this file, also at high frequencies!.

The modeling results of Matthews and Molnar~1986!
show that most of the DP energy is generated in the vicin
of the f 2 place. There are also good general theoretical r
sons that DPs generated by a saturating nonlinearity wo
be generated near thef 2 places. The maximum DP is gene
ated when the levels of the two inputs to the nonlinearity
approximately equal. For cochlear excitations that region
near thef 2 place. The data presented in this study are
constantf 2 .

In Table I we tabulate the values of the fixed time del
as a function off 2 under the condition that one of the pr
mary levels was constant and the other primary level w
varied. For thef d(21) and f d(22) DPs a further condition
is that a2 /a1<2. Under these conditions the phase is ind
pendent of the level of the varied primary and the lo
frequency slope of the phase as a function ofvd(52p f d) is
constant; therefore,t is constant. Asf 2 increases the time
delay decreases. These values are a good representati
the fixed time delay across the dozen animals used in
study and across the four DPs. For higher values off 2 the
time delays come primarily fromf d(21) and f d(22) data
records. At values off 2 on the order of 10 kHz or greater
the fixed time delay reaches an asymptote of about 0.6
The third line of Table I shows the values of the time dela
with the value of the asymptotic delay subtracted and
fourth line shows the values in the third line multiplied b
their respectivef 2 . This product is of order one, suggestin
that the time delays after the asymptotic delay has been
tracted is, to a first approximation, equal to 1/f 2 . A graph of
the results in the table is Fig. 2.

Whena2 /a1 is greater than about two or three, the me
sured time delays for thef d(21) and thef d(22) DPs can
be greater than the values in Table I. The increase ran
from 1.0 ms at lower values off 2 to 0.3 ms at the highes
values. The effect of the ratioa2 /a1 is clearly seen in Fig. 9
and will be discussed in a following section. The longer d
lays could well be due to an increase in energy that arri
later because it has been reflected from the DP place.

B. Phase dependence on primary level(s)

1. a1 constant, a 2 varied

Figures 1, 3, and 4 show both DP magnitude and ph
asa1 is held constant anda2 is decremented in 3-dB steps
In Fig. 1 the f d(21) DP phase data shows that, except
the data acquired at the four highest levels ofa2 , the phase
curves are independent of level. In Fig. 3~left! the same
general independence of phase with level is shown for
f d(22) DP. Phase as a function ofa2 and f d is is shown in
Fig. 3 ~right! for the f d(12) DP and again there is indepen
dence ofa2 . Figure 4~left! illustrates the independence o
phase witha2 level for the f d(13) DP. This behavior is
typical for f 2>2.0 kHz. However, Fig. 4~right! shows that
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for the f d(13) DP whenf 2<1.0 kHz there is some indepen
dence of phase with changinga2 , but only for f d within an
octave or so off 2 .

2. a1 varied, a 2 constant

The marked independence of phase across the DP
quency range with changinga2 is not generally as pro
nounced with changinga1 . Figure 5~left! shows that, asa1

is decreased by 3 dB, the phase changes in the vicinit
nulls in the f d(21) DP magnitude versus frequency curv
Indeed, the amplitude peak to valley ratio of the nulls see
to increase asa1 is decremented. We will show in a late
figure that the presence of nulls increases as thea2 /a1 ratio
increases.

For the f d(12) DP whenf 2>2.0 kHz we observe tha
the phase is independent ofa1 only at the lowest levels@as
seen in Fig. 5~right!#. This is also seen in thef d(13) data.
When f 2<1.0 kHz, the phase of thef d(12) DP is generally
independent ofa1 as is shown in Fig. 6~left!. Likewise,
when the DP isf d(13) and f 2<1.0 kHz, we also observe
independence of phase witha1 as shown in Fig. 6~right!.

Comparing the data of this and the previous section w
the data of the next section, it is evident that phase chan
much less when only one primary level is varied than wh
both primary levels are varied together.

C. Both a1 and a2 decreased

Figure 7 showsf d(21) DP phases and magnitudes
botha1 anda2 are each decremented by 3 dB. Qualitative
the same phase dependence on level is observed in
f d(22) phase~e.g., see phase in Fig. 12!. In Fig. 7, at f d

'2 kHz ~except for the two phase curves measured at
two lowest levels! the phase seems to be almost independ
of input level and, as the levels decrease, the phase a
f d52 kHz decreases in a regular way. This pattern is co
monly observed when changinga1 anda2 together. Whenf d

is greater than the value off d where the magnitude is max

FIG. 9. In this figurea1 and a2 are decremented together in 3-dB ste
while the ratioa2 /a1 changes from 0.3 in the left panels to 1.0 in the midd
panels to 3.0 in the right panels. The density of nulls increases as the
a2 /a1 increases. In the left panel 0.31<a1<0.89 Pa and 0.09<a2

<0.34 Pa. In the middle panel 0.22<a15a2<0.61 Pa. In the right pane
0.11<a1<0.31 Pa and 0.33<a2<0.92 Pa.
2884 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 5, Pt. 1, November 1997 P.
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max, the phase decreases when both levels are de

mented together. It is also observed that, asa1 and a2 are
decremented together, the frequencies at which the s
nulls occur in the DP magnitude increase. For the t
higher-frequency DPs the change in phase with the decr
of both levels seems to be a simple decrease in phase as
in the panels of Fig. 8.

D. Sharp nulls

In Fig. 7 ~right panel! there is an example of a sharp nu
in the DP magnitude atf d52 kHz. In the phase a shift ofp
radians is observed at the null. When nulls begin to form
the level is decreased, the phase always shows a discon
ity at the null frequency. For the deepest nulls the chang
phase isp radians. The sharpness of the nulls and the sha
ness of thep phase shift are indicative of wave interferenc

The appearance of nulls in the data is a function of
ratio a2 /a1 . Whena2 /a1.2 the density of nulls is greater
Figure 9 illustrates this effect. In each set of panels b
primaries are decremented together, while the ratioa2 /a1

changes from 0.3 in the left panels to 1.0 in the midd
panels to 3.0 in the right panels. The nulling is least when
ratio is least. When the data of Fig. 9~right! is plotted on a
linear frequency scale~not shown! it is evident that the fre-
quency spacing between the nulls is approximately cons
~possibly increasing slightly asf d decreases!. When botha1

anda2 are varied together the nulls shift toward higher v
ues of f d as the primary levels decrease.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Time delays

As previously mentioned, the fixed time delays in Tab
I were chosen to minimize the slope of the phase forf d

< f d
max. We also measured time delays by taking the nega

of the slope of the complete phase versus linear angular
quency curve~Allen, 1983; Kimberleyet al., 1993; O Ma-
honey and Kemp, 1995! and, within the error of both tech
niques, measured the same values for delay.
correspondence of the two methods is clear from the ph
plots of Fig. 1. The negative of the slope of the phase in
lower left-hand panel is equal to 0.65 ms. This is the de
that has been subtracted from the lower left panel phas
the plot of the upper right-hand panel.

Furthermore, following Stoveret al. ~1996! we built
FILTF’s from our data that we inverse Fourier transform
to get WAVEF’s. As observed by them, the maximum of t
magnitude of the WAVEF can be used to define a laten
The latencies found using this technique, witha2 /a1,1,
gave us the same values as shown in Table I, within the e
of the techniques. Of course, this is to be expected from
mathematical properties of the inverse Fourier transform
globally, the phase slope is approximately constant. The
panels of Fig. 10 show the WAVEF magnitudes for the sa
data as shown in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 5~left!. The peak in the
magnitude occurs at times consistent with the values of
delay for f 253 kHz and f 259 kHz, respectively. The time
delays in Table I characterize all of the animals used in t

tio
2884F. Fahey and J. B. Allen: DP phase measurements in the cat
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study. The values in Table I apply to every animal that
studied to within60.3 ms, except at the lowest value off 2 ,
where the range was60.5 ms. Kimberleyet al. ~1993! have
shown that the time delay~also called latency! in humans
decreases as the level of both primaries are increased
gether. This is also apparent in the cat data of Figs. 7 an
For example, calculating the delay from the complete ph
versus linear frequency curve for Fig. 7~left!, the slope in-
creases by a factor of about 1.5 from the highest levels
lowest.

The delays published here for a cat are much sma
than the delays in a human in the same frequency range.
human, whenf 2'4 kHz, the latency is on the order of 3 to
ms ~Brown et al., 1992; Kimberleyet al., 1993; Whitehead
et al., 1996; Stoveret al., 1996!. Stoveret al. have observed
that the latency for some other odd order DPs is the sam
for the f d(21) DP. The cat data in this study also sugge
that the fixed time delay is independent of DP order. This
certainly not surprising if it is assumed that the various o
order DPs are generated by the same mechanism at the
place. Whiteheadet al. ~1996! directly measured the time t
onset of the DP signal in the ear canal and found times c
sistent with the measurement of latency from the slope of
phase. Stoveret al. ~1996! have shown that the delays d
rived from the WAVEF are commensurate with latency d
termined by the slope of the phase. Hence the four meth
used to measure delay all yield consistent results. The p
data that we show in this study has the fixed delay subtra

FIG. 10. WAVEF’s constructed after Stoveret al. ~1996! have been con-
structed for some of the data in Fig. 5~top left panel! and in Fig. 1~top right
panel!. The magnitude of the responses is maximum at times that coin
with the delays determined by subtracting a fixed delay. The amplitude
the impulse responses scale as expected from the curves in Fig. 5~left! and
Fig. 1. Notice that in the top left panel a second wave at a later tim
('2 ms) grows relative to the first wave asa1 decreases. The bottom pane
of this figure show WAVEF magnitudes constructed from the data of
right and middle panels of Fig. 9. In the bottom left panel of this figure
the data taken whena2/a153.0 and in the bottom right panel whe
a2/a151.0. In the bottom left panel the amplitude of the later peak in
magnitude is larger than at the earlier peak. This is why the fixed dela
seen in Fig. 9~right! is greater than in the Fig. 9 left or middle phase pane
2885 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 5, Pt. 1, November 1997 P.
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from the total phase so that we emphasize and magnify
other features in the phase data~i.e., the nulls and what is
happening to the phase abovef d5 f d

max!.
When the DP delays are compared with neural del

~of inputs atf 5 f d at thef 2 place! in the same kind of anima
preparation~Allen, 1983!, the DP delays match up well with
minimum values for neural delays~after subtracting out ap
proximately 0.9 ms of synaptic delay. These delays also g
erally correspond to the latencies of neural onset to cond
sation clicks in a cat of Kim and Molnar~1979, Fig. 8!,
although for characteristic frequencies greater than 2.0 k
their latencies are systematically smaller than our fixed ti
delays. Part of neural delay is due to one-way travel tim
Initially, one might think that some of the DP delay as due
a two-way travel time~for fixed f 2!, i.e., the travel time off 1

to the f 2 place and the travel time out of the cochlea of t
DP. However, the travel time off 1 to the f 2 place changes
little as f 1 decreases; hence, the DP phase delay is prima
due to travel time of the DP excitation to the ear canal. T
the minimum neural delay and the DP delay are appro
mately the same as a function of frequency again sugg
that the DP is generated primarily at thef 2 place.

In a human, there seems to be some question on whe
the DP delay is a measure of two-way travel time or one-w
travel time~Kimberley et al., 1993; O Mahoney and Kemp
1995; Bowmanet al., 1997!. Assuming that human DP bio
physics is the same as a cat’s, and that the cat data show
neural travel time delay and DP delay are the same, it is c
that, for at least one DP component, the travel delay is du
one way travel time.

The relationship between fixed delay andf 2 is both what
one would expect from models of cochlear macromechan
and from the theory of causal transfer functions. From Ta
I it is evident that there seems to be a minimum delay tha
frequency independent and would be due to nonspecific
lays such as measurement system delay~determined from the
impulses response as derived from the wideband freque
response of the animal preparation! of between 0.2 and 0.3
ms and delay in communicating a signal from the base of
cochlea to the ear canal. This minimum delay is appro
mately 0.6 ms. If this value is subtracted from all of the oth
delay values and then the answer is multiplied by the resp
tive f 2 for 1.0< f 2<8.0 kHz, this time-frequency product i
a constantN of order 1~specifically, 0.7<N<1.2!, showing
that the low-frequency limit is basically proportional to 1/f 2

~Fig. 2!. The correlation of delay withf 2 can be expected if
it is assumed that DP generation is at thef 2 place. For direct
excitation of the cochlea, the proportionality of delay
1/f CF ~which is the same asf 2 in this context! for low-
frequency excitation has been derived by Allen~1983! using
the WKB-approximation cochlear model. Furthermore, us
one of the relations between the real part and the imagin
part of a general transfer function~or a general immittance!
derived by Bode~Bode, 1945, Chap. 13! it can be shown that
the time delay in the low-frequency limit is inversely propo
tional to the resonant frequency~or the band-edge frequenc
for a low-pass system!. The constant of proportionality de
pends only on the shape of the transfer function.~This rela-
tionship is easily seen in the expression for phase o
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damped simple harmonic oscillator where the constan
proportionality is the inverse of 2pQ, whereQ is the quality
factor.! Assuming that the shape of the transfer function v
ies little with f 2 ; then, the proportionality oft to 1/f 2 would
be expected.

B. The level dependence

Both the magnitude and phase curves show that the
much more regularity to the DP generation when only o
input level is varied than when both levels are varied~e.g.,
Zwicker, 1981; Zwicker and Harris, 1990; Fahey and Alle
1986, 1988; Whiteheadet al., 1995!.

For the f d(21) DP and thef d(22) DP, when a2

,(a15const), the phase and the shape of the magnit
curve are invariant with respect to the value ofa2 , as seen in
the example of Fig. 1 and of Fig. 3~left!. Given that basilar
membrane~BM! response changes shape~Rhode, 1980;
Ruggero and Rich, 1991! with level, it could be expected
that the DP generation could not be invariant with lev
However, the conditions of the DP generation reported h
when thought of in terms of a two-tone suppression exp
ment wheref 1 is a low-frequency suppressor at thef 2 place,
could decrease the sensitivity of the most sensitive respo
region ~or ‘‘tip’’ ! of the BM and/or the neural frequenc
tuning response at thef 2 place. The levels used were gene
ally high, as the varied primary usually ranged betwe
roughly 94 and 54 dB SPL. The primary that was not var
was usually fixed somewhere between 94 and 84 dB S
For the f d(21) DP with a2 varied the value of the fixeda1

was in the range where it would suppress thea2 response at
its characteristic place. Basically, the most input sensi
region of the response would have been removed~Fahey and
Allen, 1985; Ruggeroet al., 1992!.

Given the measurements of magnitude and phase fo
a1 constant witha2 /a1,2 for the two lower-frequency DPs
the data show that the DP generation process simply sc
the DP magnitude witha2 and that the frequency features
the DP are invariant undera2 scaling.

Whena1 is varied witha2 fixed, the phase is more de
pendent upon input level for the two lower-frequency DP
In Fig. 5 ~left! the phase varies around the frequencies wh
there are nulls in the the magnitude response curve.
phase change upon stepping through the null frequency
greater asa1 decreases. The WAVEF of the data of Fig.
~left panel! is shown in the top left panel of Fig. 10. Th
energy seems greatest at a time delay of'1 ms: however,
there is also a second peak in the energy at'2 ms. Asa1

decreases~and the depth of the nulls increases! the peak in
the energy at'2 ms increases relative to the peak at'1 ms.
This same phase behavior is seen in thef d(22) phase data
~not shown!. Whena1 only is varied, the nulls in the mag
nitude response do not change frequency.

For both the two higher-frequency DPs and for t
lower-frequency DPs as long asa2 /a1,2 phase is generally
independent of the changing of one input level while t
other input level is held constant.
2886 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 5, Pt. 1, November 1997 P.
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C. Effect of the a2 /a1 ratio as both levels are varied

In Fig. 9 we show that the presence of nulls depen
upon the ratioa2 /a1 . When this ratio is large there are mo
nulls and/or the nulls are more evident. Also, from the valu
of the subtracted time delays given at the bottom of e
phase panel, the time delay is largest at the largest valu
the ratio. When both of the primary levels are varied
gether, the nulls in the magnitude of thef d(21) and
f d(22) DPs shift to higher values off d as the levels de-
crease. The shifting of human DP nulls with level has be
reported by He and Schmiedt~1993!. They also show that
the frequency spacing of nulls in a human is approximat
1/10 of an octave. In Fig. 9~right!, using both the magnitude
and phase information it appears that there are nulls af d

51, 2, and 3 kHz for anf 254 kHz. If the magnitude data in
Fig. 9 ~right! are replotted on a linear frequency scale~not
shown!, it is evident that the frequency spacing between
adjacent nulls is, roughly, constant.

WAVEF’s of the data ata2 /a153 and a2 /a151 are
shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 10. We find that t
energy is more spread over time and peaks at later time
thea2 /a1 ratio increases. Under some conditions the ene
that arrives later can be greater than the energy that arr
earlier. The bottom panels of Fig. 10 also show that the ti
of the first peak increases as both of the primary levels
crease. This is consistent with the nulls moving to high
frequency with decreasing level and with the latency incre
ing as primary levels decrease~Kimberley et al., 1993; Sto-
ver et al., 1996; Whiteheadet al., 1996!.

The relative growth of the later peaks to the early pe
with decreasing botha1 and a2 that is evident in the
WAVEF presented here for a cat was observed by Sto
et al. ~1996! in a human.

The number of nulls per Hz~the null density! in a hu-
man ~He and Schmiedt, 1993! is much greater than the nu
density in a cat~this study!. Another difference between th
cat data and the human data is the level of the DPs. In
and Schmiedt the DP level is generally between215 and 0
dB SPL, while the data of our Fig. 9 is around 30–40 d
SPL. The input levels in the human are also correspond
smaller. The noise floor in our measurements was depen
on frequency, but for 1 kHz, f d,8 kHz it was roughly a
constant 10 dB SPL and we did measure DPs down to
level. At these lower levels~data not shown! we found no
evidence that the null density would substantially increase
levels decrease. Even at the lowest levels, the null den
was not much greater than 2 nulls per octave in a cat. He
the null density difference between a human and a cat is
due to level differences. The ratio of the null density in t
two species is roughly equal to the inverse of the ratio of
latencies. That the null spacing would be inversely prop
tional to the latency would suggest that propagation del
are implicated in the wave interference producing the nu

For a given pair of input levels, the nulls in huma
f d(21) and f d(22) data do not occur at the samef d fre-
quencies; however, the spacing between nulls~or peaks! is
similar ~Brown et al., 1993b, Fig. 2!. In a cat, it is also gen-
erally observed that the nulls of the two DPs do not occu
2886F. Fahey and J. B. Allen: DP phase measurements in the cat
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the same value off d , nor do they occur at the same value
f 1 .

The higher-frequency DPs,f d(12) andf d(13), do not
show nulls like the two lower frequency DPs. At low leve
of the DPs~20 dB SPL or less! we do occasionally observ
nulls. However, these nulls are generally neither stable
regular in frequency as input levels are decreased.
higher-frequency DPs do show predictable frequen
dependent features that are due to mixing with other com
nents, such as the third harmonic off 1 or the DPs at 2f 1

1 f 2 or even 5f 122 f 2 .

D. Source of the nulls

If it is assumed that the nulls are due to wave interf
ence, then there are two or more waves mixing at the sit
the microphone in the ear canal. If there are only two do
nant waves, then, for a deep null the phase difference
tween the two waves of comparable amplitude must
'p. If there are several waves, then the phasor diag
must~almost! close. Waves of differing phases could be d
to: ~a! a path/time differences, such as path differences
to reflections;~b! a ‘‘birefringence,’’ i.e., two~or more! dif-
ferent values for wave velocity~e.g., Hubbard, 1993!; or ~c!
two ~or more! different nonlinear mechanisms with differe
phase at output.

The nulls observed psychophysically~i.e., within the co-
chlea! in the f d(21) DP have been attributed by Zwicke
~1981! to the interference of wavelets~i.e., waves from mul-
tiple sources!.

Parallel approaches to modeling psychophysical
nulls have been proposed to modeling ear canal DP n
Substantial discussion has been devoted in the literatur
two possible mechanisms responsible for the microstruc
observed in human DP emissions. The one proposed me
nism is the mixing of wavelets~Sun et al., 1994; He and
Schmiedt, 1996! and the other mixing due to energy reflect
from the DP place~Talmadgeet al., 1996; Talmadgeet al.,
1995; Brownet al., 1996!. If we assume that the nulls mea
sured in a cat are due to the same physics as the micros
ture measured in a human, then our cat data strongly sup
reflection from the DP place over distributed source gene
tion of wavelets.

First, if the mixing of wavelets due to a distribute
source of DP waves were the source of the nulls in
f d(21) and thef d(22) DPs, then one would also see nu
in the f d(12) and f d(13) DPs.

Second, as described below, using a simple semiem
ical model, the assumption of reflection of energy from t
DP place explains~a! several features of the nulls;~b! the
commonly observed 2p phase splitting seen in DP data; an
~c! the long delays in thef d(21) and f d(22) DP when
a2 /a1 is large.

There are several features of the nulls in our data
can be replicated with a simple physical picture. This pict
assumes that the distortion product is generated at thf 2

place and that some of the DP wave is propagated bas
~toward the stapes! and the remaining energy is propagat
apically ~toward the helicotrema!. The time to propagate
from the f 2 place to the stapes is assumed to be 1/f 2 as the
2887 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 5, Pt. 1, November 1997 P.
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data in Table I would suggest. Waves that reach the sta
may be partially reflected and partially transmitted. The
flection coefficient at the stapes isr st . Waves that propagate
apically may be partially reflected at the DP place~Allen
et al., 1995!. @This is essentially the same assumption th
has been used by Zweig and Shera~1995! to explain the
periodicity of evoked stimulus frequency emissions that
observed in the human ear canal.# The reflection coefficient
at the DP place isr DP. Two ways to model the phase chang
of the DP wave between thef 2 place and the DP place are t
assume either a scaling symmetric cochlea, e.g., after Zw
and Shera~1995! or a nearly scaling symmetric cochlea, e.
after Allen ~1980!. The scaling symmetric cochlea woul
have a phase change from the stapes to the characte
place that scales asf̂ log(fd). The Allen model can be shown
to have a basilar membrane delay between the stapes an
characteristic placef d that can be approximated by a co
stant divided by (f d / f ref)

b or a/ f d
b , wherea has units of

time andf d is now a relative frequency that is dimensionles
The model basilar membrane response data of Allen y
a'0.3 andb'0.8. ~b51 would be a scaling symmetri
cochlea.! The time for the DP wave to travel from thef 2

place to the DP place is assumed, to a first approximation
be the time to travel from the stapes to the DP place, mi
the time to travel from thef 2 place to the stapes, 1/f 2 . An
interferometer with either a delay after the Allen model o
delay after the Zweig and Shera model produces interfere
nulls that have a frequency spacing that is similar to tha
the data. For the scaling symmetric cochlea assumptio
value of f̂'0.31 produces interference patterns that lo
like the cat data. A picture of the interference pattern p
duced by the scaling symmetric cochlea assumption is sh
in the top panel of Fig. 11 and the pattern produced by
Allen basilar membrane model is shown in the bottom pa
of Fig. 11. To a first approximation the reflection coefficien
are assumed to be independent of amplitude. Details of
physical picture will be published separately. With refle
tions at the stapes and at the DP place there will be an
nite sum of waves that mix at the detector in the ear ca
The phase differences of the various waves that mix at
detector will depend upon the different travel times and up
any phase changes at reflection. The amplitude difference
the wavelets will depend upon the magnitudes of the refl
tion coefficients~we will assume that there is no significa
attenuation on the basilar membrane!. Letting r st become
zero, the above picture becomes a simple two-source mo
The major consequence ofr stÞ0 is to the sharpen the null
and to broaden the maxima of the interference patters. Asr st

is allowed to increase, one generates the sharp interfe
patterns commonly pictured in optics textbooks~Born and
Wolf, 1975, Sec. 7.6!.

Our data are consistent with values ofr st<0.3. The null
density depends upon travel time assumptions and would
different for a human than for a cat. Indeed, as O Mahon
and Kemp~1995! have pointed out, ‘‘In humans ears ton
burst-evoked emissions commonly have ten or more wa
of delay.’’ An examination of the data in the paper by Kim
berleyet al. ~1993! shows a delay of between six and sev
waves in human. Our data in Table I show that cats have
2887F. Fahey and J. B. Allen: DP phase measurements in the cat
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wave of delay. Hence the frequency spacing of such an
terference pattern as described above in a human woul
somewhere around one-tenth to one-fifth of the cat freque
spacing or from 0.1 to 0.2 kHz. Values of the observed f
quency spacing in a human~He and Schmiedt, 1993; Brow
et al., 1993a; Piskorskiet al., 1995! are in this range.

The null density will depend upon the rate that t
phases of the interfering waves changes as thef d changes.
Using the model described above, during a frequency sw
of f d , we find a maximum of three nulls. This maximum
only slightly dependent on the starting value off 2 . The rela-
tive independence on the starting value off 2 on the maxi-
mum number of nulls perf d sweep is also a feature of th
data. The null density in both the model and the data~Piskor-
ski et al., 1995! is the same iff 2 is held constant, iff 1 is held
constant, or if the ratiof 1 / f 2 is held constant.

How is it possible that more energy arrives later than
energy that goes directly from the source to the detec
There are at least three possible explanations. First, if f
the source one-half of the wave goes in each direction, an
the magnitude ofr DP'1, almost all of the energy of the
original apically going wave eventually goes basally. F
thermore, if the magnitude ofr st is greater than zero, som
of the original basally going wave gets delayed due to m
tiple reflections, then the energy that arrives after the fi
wave can be greater than the energy of the first wave.

Second, if from the source one half of the wave ene

FIG. 11. The top panel shows the pattern of nulls calculated assumi
phase change from the stapes to the characteristic place of a scaling
metric cochlea after Zweig and Shera~1995!. The bottom panel shows th
pattern of the nulls assuming the delays from the basilar membrane mod
Allen ~1980!. For each panel, it was assumed that the time for a DP wav
travel from thef 2 place to the stapes was 1/f 2 . The values assumed forr st

andr DP are shown at the top of the figure.r DP is complex and its phase wa
adjusted between the top and the bottom panels in order to position the
at convenient values off d for the purpose of illustration. In this figuref 2 is
assumed to be constant. Similar patterns are produced assuming thaf 1 is
constant or thatf 2 / f 1 is constant.
2888 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 5, Pt. 1, November 1997 P.
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goes in each direction and if there is energy creation apica
the source, i.e., the effectiveur DPu.1, then, independently o
the value ofr st , more energy will arrive later than earlier.

The third possibility that would allow more energy t
arrive late than early assumes that, from the source, m
energy is emitted apically than is emitted basally. If the i
pedance that the source sees in the apical direction is di
ent than the impedance that the source sees in the basa
rection, then the assumption that one-half of the energy g
in each direction would obviously be false.

Our data suggests that increasing thea2 /a1 ratio might
increase the energy emitted apically relative to that emit
basally. Both thef d(21) and thef d(22) show an increase
in both delay and the presence of nulls asa2 /a1 becomes
greater than 2 or 3. Since this effect does not depend on
absolute values of the DPs@the f d(22) DP is generally
10–15 dB less than thef d(21) DP for the same level o
primaries#, the effect does not seem to be simply due to
nonlinearity ofr DP.

However, because it is a common observation that a
can occur for a particular value of the input levels at const
f 2 , f 1 , f d , anda2 /a1 when both levels are varied togethe
the ratio ofa2 /a1 is not the only factor that determines th
energy returned from the DP place. To be able to explain
of the details of the generation of nulls one would have
know the level dependence of the reflection coefficientr DP.
The interference pattern seen in stimulus frequency em
sions disappears with increasing level, suggesting that
effective reflection coefficient at the emission site decrea
as the level increases. Other studies imply that the coch
reflection coefficient increases with decreasing input le
~e.g., Allenet al., 1995!. This correlates well with the obser
vation that the measured DP delay regularly increases as
input levels (a15a2) and, therefore, the DP levels decrea
~Kimberley et al., 1993!.

The features of the nulls that are replicated with th
simple model are:~a! The null distribution of broad maxima
with narrow minima shows a maximum null density which
approximately the same for the two lower-frequency DP
f d(21) and f d(22). ~b! The null density is the same
whetherf 2 is held constant,f 1 is held constant, orf 1 / f 2 is
held constant~Piskorskiet al., 1995!. ~c! Since, for the two
higher-frequency DPs, reflections from the DP place wo
not reach the ear canal microphone, this model predicts
the fixed time delays for thef d(12) and thef d(13) DPs
would not depend upona2 /a1 and these two higher
frequency DPs would not show nulls.

Other features in the phase data that can be explaine
the model are~a! It is possible that the later wave can ha
more energy than the first wave, i.e., it explains the incre
in the fixed time delay asa2 /a1 exceeds a critical value.~b!
It explains the commonly observed 2p bifurcations in phase
upon changing level~such as shown in Fig. 7 where th
phases at the two lowest input levels are different from
phases measured at the higher levels by 2p for f d,2 kHz!.
~c! Also, phase patterns like the one in Fig. 5~left! are ex-
actly what one would observe when a wave with more de
increases in relative amplitude to an early wave~as a func-
tion of the change ina1!. ~d! Assumingr DP increases with
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decreasing amplitude of the DP, the increasing phase d
with decreasinga1 and a2 at constanta2 /a1 ratio is ex-
pected.

E. Base versus apex

There seem to be differences in the DP generation
chanics whenf 2<1 kHz versus whenf 2>2 kHz. Whenf 2

<1 kHz, the two lower-frequency DPs,f d(21) and f d

(22), do not have a distinctivef d
max that differs from f 2 .

For f 2>2 kHz, f d
max is defined by a second cochlear m

~Allen and Fahey, 1993!. The two higher-frequency DPs
f d(12) and f d(13), behave in the opposite fashion. Th
do show a distinctf d

max different from f 2 when f 2<1 kHz.
When f 2>2 kHz, they do not. Some of this effect is pro
ably due to the increasing of the input impedanceZin as the
frequency decreases below 1 kHz~Allen, 1986; Rosowski
et al., 1986!. This means that, for a given value ofa1 in the
ear canal, relatively lessf 1 energy gets to the nonlinearity a
f 1 decreases.

When f 2<1 kHz, the f d(12) and thef d(13) phase
varies less with respect toa1 . Since low-frequency neura
frequency tuning curves are less sharply tuned, the chang
the DP generation properties might be due to the same
chanics that changes the low-frequency neural tuning.

Another observation that may be relevant to the diff
ence of generation mechanics in the base versus apex is
there is broad maximum in the phase off d(12) and
f d(13) @see Fig. 5~right panel! and Fig. 8# that is centered
aboutf 1'1 kHz. This is a common feature in the data of t
two higher-frequency DPs and it seems to be a function
f 1 .

IV. SUMMARY

A. Phase observations that are a property of
saturating nonlinearities

Much of the phase data discussed in this study may
explained by the basic properties of saturating nonlinearit
In Fig. 12 the phase of thef d(22) DP is aboutp radians
less than the phase of thef d(21) DP over the range wher
phase was measured. This is also true when the phase
plotted versusf 1 . In simulations we have found a phas
difference ofp between these two DPs to be a generic pr
erty of the saturating nonlinearities commonly used in m
eling auditory phenomena. This was commented upon
Schroeder~1969! for the special case of thef d(21) DP
phase when he compared the psychophysical phase with
expected from either an expansive nonlinearity or a comp
sive nonlinearity and found ap phase shift that showed tha
the source of thef d(21) DP is most likely due to a com
pressive nonlinearity. The deviations fromp for successive
order DPs would be a measure of the phase difference of 1

vs f 2 at the site of the nonlinearity. A simple way to unde
stand this is to imagine that the input/output characteristic
a saturating nonlinearity is described in terms of a pow
series built of odd powers only. The successive terms a
nate sign. Each successive term is the dominant term in
next order DP. The change in sign leads to a change ip
radians in the phase. For example, the dominant term ge
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ating thef d(21) DP is the cubic termx3 and the dominant
term generating thef d(22) is x5. In a power series expan
sion of the input/output characteristic of a saturating non
earity the coefficient ofx3 is opposite in sign to the coeffi
cient of x5.

The phase of a DP generated by a simple satura
nonlinearity is independent of input level~s!. If it is assumed
that the DP observed in the ear canal is the sum of wave
from an ensemble of distributed saturating nonlinearit
along the cochlea, and if it is assumed that the relative a
plitudes of the wavelets are independent of level, then
phase of the DP measured in the ear canal would be in
pendent of level. Observation of the magnitude and ph
whena2 is varied and is much less thana15const seem to fit
the above assumption.

B. Phase observations explainable by two delays

For the two higher-frequency DPs@f d(12) and f d

(13)# and, under the condition thata2 /a1!2, for the two
lower-frequency DPs@f d(21) and f d(22)# the phase has a

FIG. 12. The three highest magnitude and phase curves~dashed lines! are
the f d(21) DP and the three lowest~solid lines! are thef d(22) DP. The
nulls in the 3 to 4 kHz range overlap. These DPs were measured sim
neously~f 1 was decreased by the same amount for each! and, therefore, the
point density in thef d(22) DP plots is about one-half the point density
the f d(21) plots.a1 anda2 are decremented together from 1.11 to 0.54 P
As the levels decrease the frequency of the nulls decrease and the cha
pattern in the magnitude curve for thef d(21) DP blends into the pattern fo
the f d(22) DP.
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pri-
level independent delay that is approximately equal to 1/f 2 .
It appears that the DPs are generated at the place of
higher-frequency input tone.

However, asa2 /a1 becomes greater than 2 or 3, th
delay that is measured for the two lower-frequency DPs
comes greater. This fact, combined with the observation
nulls in the amplitudes, 2p level-dependent phase bifurca
tions, and phase patterns such as in Fig. 5 for the two low
frequency DPs suggest that there is a second ‘‘source’’ of
DPs that has a greater delay. We have shown that the n
can be modeled by assuming that there is reflection of the
from the f d place.
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